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There arc also more positive outcomes of the Programme which should be of use
in other projects. The basic technology of water supply is similar from country to
country. Even the organizational structures required for operation and maintenance
differ only slightly. In compiling training manuals, MDP was frequently grateful to be
able to build on material available from other countries. It is hoped that MDP
manuals, and other outputs such as the Manpower Classification System, will in time
become available source material for another generation of manpower development
programmes in other parts of the world.

Note: The opinions expressed in this article are solely those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Governmeni of Indonesia or of the International
Reference Centre.
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Abstract

It is often argued that community participation is fundamental to the success of any
water supply scheme in rural areas of developing countries. This paper, therefore, sets
out to explore possible arrangements which can increase the share of community
involvement in the development and operation of water supply schemes. In order to
understand why there have been limited applications of this strutegy. Tanzania's
experience with community participation is examined. It is observed that the present
organization and operational procedures of the Water Department are not conducive
lo community participation. It is concluded that, to increase participation, local
communities should be involved more in all aspects of water scheme development.
Creation of village water committees with powers of mobilizing iocal people,
planning, and financing is seen as one of the most promising ways of increasing
community participation.

Introduction

MANY studies on rural water supply in developing countries appear to be in
favour of involving local communities in the development process of water
supply schemes. It is often argued that community participation is

fundamental to the success of any water supply scheme. In their study of village w.uer
supply in developing countries, Saunders and Warford have come to the conclusion
that the probability that a village water scheme would fail is much greater in villages
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which are "not outwardly enthusiastic about the project."' They have also noted that
Z success of water supplv schemes seems to be assured where v.llage c o n , — *
oari cipate in their development and especially in the.r operation and maintenance.
Because of "he importance of community participation ,„ the success of water
schemes Peru for example, has included it in the list of necessary enter., for the
* S of villages which are to participate in that country's water supply

|nspite of this observauon. community involvement in the development
coercion and maintenance processes of water supply schemes m rural areas is st.ll
vePrv1 m,"ed Th easons for the limited application of this development strategy are
n m \ Nearly understood. Using the experience with community particpa ion m
three regions of Tanzania, Innga, Mbeya and Ruvuma (Figure 1) this paper attemp s
o find out why community involvement in the development of rural water supply

schemes has been very low, and to suggest alternative arrangements for .ncreasuig
community participation.
II(;URI .-l-STUUIEDREGIONSONCOMMUNITYPARTICIPATIONINWATER

crLlLML'QSCHEMES
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Tanzania's Experience with Participation

Tanzania looks at an improved rural domestic water supplv partly as an essential
ingredient in the development process, and partly as a necessity for the achievement of
a better quality of life, especially in rural areas. With these objectives in mind,
Tanzania has set the year 1991 as a target date when every rural inhabitant should have
already gained access to a nearby source of potable water.

To achieve this target several approaches have been taken simultaneously. Huge
sums of money have been allocated to the development of rural water supply; a
training programme aimed at producing enough technicians and engineers necessary
for the construction of rural water schemes has been launched; and, at the same lime,
the government has adopted a strategy of mobilizing local communities to participate
in the development, operation and maintenance of water supply schemes. It is the
government's belief that a fully satisfactory solution to the country's rural water
problem will only be achieved by emphasizing inexpensive schemes and especially by
mobilizing self-help efforts of the local people.2 It is argued that "to speed up
implementation of water supply programmes, beneficiaries will be required to
participate fully, particularly on small projects. Village governments will investigate
best strategies of meeting pan of the water supply costs for their water schemes."' The
Long-Term Perspective Plan (19X1-2000) also slates clearly that "implementation of
the various rural water supply programmes will, as previously, call for broad based
popular participation.'"

Tanzania's insistence on community participation is based on the benefits which
are expected to be gained as a result of adopting a participatory strategy. These
benefits include:

(1) encouragement of village communities to invest their money and labour
resources effectively in water schemes;

(2) an achievement of some savings on government funds which would
otherwise be used to develop water supply schemes in case participation
does mnsake place;

(3) creation of a sense of responsibility in the minds of the local people towards
their water projects; this sense of responsibility would ensure that the
scheme is properly operated and maintained and would cut down misuse of
water and vandalism;

(4) an assurance that not only the technical aspects of the scheme are
considered, but also great altenl ion is paid to social factors; consideration of
social factors in the design and construction of schemes ensures that the
needs and desires of the people are properly taken care of;

(5) creation and strengthening of the spirit of self-reliance in the minds of village
communities and reduction of the tendency of rural communities to become
passive government aid handout recipients;

(6) stimulation oflhe use of indigenous knowledge and expertise in solving local
water problems;

(7) understanding the nature of problems which affect their water supply
schemes and their other development projects.s

There is a difference between what is theoretically assumed to be possible and
what actually lakes place in a real situation. Many countries of the Third World have
attempted the application of a participatory approach in the development of water
supplies for their rural communities. The success with this strategy has varied from
country to country or even from region to region within the same country. For many
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years Tanzania has ailemplcd lo apply ihc participatory approach in rural water
supply development in different parts of this country. These efforts have had partial
success both for known and unknown reasons. In what follows, Tanzania's past
experience with the participatory approach in rural water supply will be critically
examined with the aim of identifying what has been the major constraints in the
application ol'lhis strategy. Finally, the paper concludes with suggestions on how the
application of a participatory strategy in rural water supply can be strengthened.

The idea of involving local communities in the development and operation of
local water schemes is not new in Tanzania. Prior lo active government involvement in
the construction of rural water supplies which started in 1946 with the formation of the
Department of Water Development, the colonial government had for a long lime
embarked on a programme of encouraging local inhabitants to make best use of
rainfall by constructing wells and dams on a self-help basis. The Department of Water
Development which was formed in 1946 was concerned with iwo types of water
supplies: installation of domestic water supplies lo outstations and minor settlements;
and installation of rural domestic and livestock supplies both in populated areas
inadequately or unsatisfactorily supplied and in unoccupied areas zoned for
development.6

The financing of these two lypes of water supplies was, however, different.
Construction costs of water supplies to outstations and minor settlements were met
entirely by the central government. Maintenance funds were obtained from the annual
recurrent vote: "Water Supplies at Outstalion." The day-to-day running of these
supplies was the responsibility of the appropriate District Commissioner to whom
funds were always allocated.

In contrast to supplies lo oulstations and minor settlements, water supply to rural
African communities were owned by the Native Authorities (Local Authorities as they
came to be called after Independence) in which water schemes were located. Thus local
communities, through their local governments, had to meet part of the costs. For
example, from 1946 to 1953 construction costs of water supplies were met from both
central government funds and Native Authority treasuries. The latter were requiicd to
contribute a third of the capital costs. From 1953 lo 1956 Native Authorities were
required lo meet the total capital costs of the water schemes within their areas of
jurisdiction. This requirement was lowered to fifty per cent of the cost in 1956 and two
years later Ihc share of the Native Authorities was further reduced lo 25 per cent.

This process of participation in water supply development which was largely
dependent upon the willingness and especially the ability of Native Authorities to
contribute to the costs of water projects had the severe handicap of favouring
communities in rich Native Authorities. Native Authorities which could pay their
share were able to make considerable advances in the provision of water while
communities in poor Native Authorities made very little progress in securing
satisfactory water supplies. To eliminate this imbalance the Native Authorities'
contribution toward the cost of water supplies was abolished in 1965 and the Water
Development and Irrigation Department (W.D. & ID. ) look full responsibility for all
capital costs of rural water supply development.7

Local panicipalion in the operation and maintenance of rural water supplies
varied over the years. At the beginning, maintenance of water supplies was a
responsibility of the Native Authorities. When, during the 1950s, maintenance
performance by the Native Authorities was found lo be unsatisfactory, W.D. & I.D.
look over the responsibility of maintaining the supplies. W.D. & I.D. obtained funds
from the Maintenance and Renewals Fund to which the Native Authorities were
required to contribute 2'/, per cent of the capital costs of the supplies they owned.
Because of shortage of funds and personnel, W.D. & I.D. found itself unable to
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continue maintenance of rural waier schemes which once again became the res ponsibilityof
the Native Authorities until July 1965 when W.D. & I.D. once more assumed responsibility
for maintenance and repair on condition that the local authority made an annual deposit
of one per cent of the capital cost. Any maintenance and repair work over and above
the one per cent value was also undertaken by W.D. & I.D. bul on a pre-payment
basis." Normal running of the supplies, however, remained Ihe responsibility of the
Native Authority and no charges were made for the water consumed either for
domestic uses or livestock needs. These participatory arrangements did not work
satisfactorily and, as a result, in 1969 the central government decided lo lake over the
operation and maintenance of all water schemes in rural areas.

Thus, up lo 1969 the main lorm of local participation in the development,
operation and maintenance of waler projects was financial contribution.
Communities with a very low economic base made very lillle progress in securing the
necessary water supplies irrespective of whether they faced acute waler supply
problems or not.

In the post-independence period, attempts were made lo broaden ihc
participatory approach. Involvement of local communities was no longer to be limited
to financial contributions for construction and operation of water schemes. Local
communities could participate in the development of water schemes by contributing
ideas as well as their physical labour. This form of participation, especially of labour,
was encouraged by the leadership mainly because il was believed lo be capable of
causing tremendous savings in financial resources which would otherwise have been
used lo pay labourers. Furthermore, it was believed that this contribution of labour
created a sense of ownership and responsibility and strengthened a spirit of self-
reliance in the minds of Ihe local people who participated in Ihe construction of ihe
waler schemes. In practice, however, this form of local involvement was solely in
performing unskilled jobs of either digging trenches for waler pipes and filling them up
after the pipes had been laid or collecting building materials such as sand and stones.
Local communities were neilhcr expected nor required lo perform any other duties.
Projecl/scheme selection, planning, construction (other than trench digging),
operation and maintenance were all performed by technicians from the Water
Department (MAJI).

So far, participation of local communities in Waler schemes in Tanzania has been
very limited in spite of the government's policy of involving local people in all phases
of scheme development. Unfortunately, il appears that the exist ing organizational and
operational procedures of MAJI are nol conducive lo local participation. To achieve
increased community involvement it is necessary tochangetheexistingorgani/ational
structure and especially ihe procedures which arc being followed in ihc development
of waier schemes. Before presenting suggestions on a belter way of increasing people's
panicipalion in waler schemes, I shall briefly review ihe present organi/ation oI'MA.II
both at regional and district levels in order logain an insight into the difficulties of
policy implementation.

The Organizational and Operational Procedures of MAJI

six divisions: Finance andAl regional level ihe Waler Department (MAJI) has _.„ „,. ..,,o
Administration; Construction; Planning and Project Preparation; Maintenance;
Urban Waler Supply; and Special Projects. Each of the above divisions is further
divided inlo a number of subsections. At the district level MAJI is composed of the
first four divisions only.
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11 is interesting lo nolc lhal up lo now MAJI divisions listed above arc based more
on a formal and not a functional division of labour. That is, ihe same operation is
usually performed by different divisions. At regional level, for example, one finds
construction activities being carried oul by ihe Urban Water Supply division, by the
Construction division, by the shallow wells programme which is under the Planning
and Project Preparation division and by the Special Projects division. Maintenance
activities of rural water supplies, such as plumbing, are carried out by ihe Urban Waier
Supply division while some parts of Urban Water Supply maintenance are carried out
under the Regional Maintenance Unit. Another example of a formal rather than a
functional division of labour within MAJI is with the stores section. Whereas the
whole stores activities are supposed lo be under the Finance and Administration
division which is supposed lobe the main.source of supplies to the Administration and
Construction division, the Regional Maintenance Unit keeps and runs its own store of
spare parts.

The above examples simply illustrate the proliferation of functions within MAJI ,
which is confusing the village communities which arc to be served. For example, when
a village community wants some maintenance job to be done, it is usually not sure to
whom the request for that assistance should be addressed and villagers often get lost in
the intricacies of the system.

The confusion of who is actually responsible for what is not limited to outsiders.
Even MAJI personnel sometimes gel confused. There are numerous cases where
section and subsection heads arc in doubt about the limits of their responsibilities. It is
not uncommon to find one section head claiming a certain subsection lo be under him
while at Ihe same lime the head of thai subsection claims to be directly under the
Regional Water Engineer. The same confusion appears in the discharge of duties.

With such organizational and operational processes it is very difficult to know
where local participation fits in. Firsl of all, in the present MAJI job description and
job responsibility, the share of community involvement is not clearly indicated. As it
stands, ihe whole activity of providing water lo rural communities is supposed to be
done by MAJI without involving village communities. It is no accident, then, that
MAJI slaff have made very little effort to incorporate community participation.
Community involvement has never been officially incorporated in Iheir terms of
reference or their schedule of work. Lack of community involvement in (he terms of
reference is reflected in all stages of water scheme development and operation as will
be shown later.

Many of the rural water supply schemes are funded by the government and as
such they arc regarded as government projects. Their implementation has, therefore,
lo conform to government procedures. Thus, before a project is finally undertaken it
has lo pass through five major stages: scheme selection and planning; design and cost
estimates; construction; operation; and finally maintenance.

Scheme Selection: Under the existing arrangements, identification and subsequent
survey of villages for the purpose of supplying water is the responsibility of the District
Water Engineer. Generally, a village community has no say in the selection process. At
limes, however, the Regional Water Engineer's office may be involved in the selection
of villages lo be surveyed for the purpose of being supplied wilh waier. 1'oliiiciansand
influential individuals may also cause a village lo be selected for the supply of water.
On very rare occasions can a village, simply by its own request, succeed in being
included in a list of villages lo be provided wilh improved waier supply schemes.

The criteria followed in selecting villages to be supplied wilh improved water are
not clear. Obviously political motives and pressures are sometimes the deciding
factors. Occasionally principles of arcal equality act as the guiding force. In such a
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situation, villages in divisions with few water schemes stand a better chance of being
considered first. This principle of areal equality is an acceptable approach bearing in
mind Tanzania's objectives of spreading the benefits of development equally among
her people.

Selection of villages is usually followed by survey ol the chosen villages. How-ever,
actual survey docs not take place before funds for the schemes are approved. Approval
of funds is included in either five year plans of, more usually, in yearly plans.

Design and Cosl Estimates of Projects: These appear 10 be reserved for ihe
Regional Water Engineer's office. The Disiricl Water Engineer may be allowed to
perform these two tasks for very small projects only. The Ministry of Water and
Einergy gels itself involved in ihe design and cost estimates ol water projects which ore
cither very large or very complicated. However, final approval of design and cosl
eslimales is occasionally given by the Ministry of Water and Energy although ihere are
attempts to gel the Ministry to be less involved in technical and financial control.

Construction: The availability ol design and cosl estimates of a scheme is nol a
guarantee lhal a project would be built. After design and cost estimates are ready, the
scheme has still lo inch its way through various governmenl scrutinizing bodies before
it gets approval. Projects arc usually approved by Parliament and once that approval is
-ccuied. funds for I lie projeci are ilejurc guaranteed. Theoretically, project funds are
lo be released ai the beginning of the financial year in question and they must be spent
within the period for which they have been approved. It isgovernmeni procedure lhal
the unspent balance ol the project funds has be returned lo the Treasury at the end of
ihe financial year in question. If the scheme has not be completed by ihe end of the
financial year, new funds have lo be sought.

This mode of funding projects implies that no construction materials can be
procured before projeci funds have been made available. As a result, many projects do
not siart until late in ihe financial year. Consequently many schemes cannot be
completed within the stipulated financial year. The outcome is thai pan of the
allocated funds is unspent by ihe end of the year and has lo be relumed lo Treasury.

Late arrival of projeci funds coupled with recurrent shortages ol materials which
the country is experiencing results in a pallern of project construction which is nol
continuous ami which is cosily in terms of lunds which arc tied up in uncompleted
proiccls. h also has a negative impaei on any cllorls of encouraging village
participation during ihe construction process. Uncompleted water schemes
discourage the people and hence they lose hope of getting water in the near future.

Operation: Many of ihe rural water projects are local in nature. As such, when their
construction is over, Ihey are handed over lo the District Water Engineer's office for
operation and maintenance. Scheme attendants are employed and paid by the District
Water Engineer's office. Local people who are lo benefit from lhe.se projects arc nol
involved in deciding on how ihe projects should be operated nor arc Ihey required to
contribute towards the operation costs.

Maintenance: One of ihe main constraints on ihe smooth running of rural water
schemes has been poor maintenance. The current arrangement is lor Ihe Disiricl
Water Engineer's office lo maintain all gravity schemes. The Disiricl Waier Engineer's
office meets all costs involved. Repair and maintenance of pumps and engines is the
responsibility of the Regional Maintenance Unit. The existing arrangements do not
require village people lo be involved with the maintenance.

From Ihe above discussion il is obvious lhal ihe organizational and operational
procedures of MAJI are nol conducive lo increased local participation in waier
schemes. The organizational structure has no section which is in charge of
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mobilization of local participation and the operational procedures leave no room for
community involvement. Therefore, if local participation is to be increased in water
projects, it is absolutely necessary that llie organization of MA.II becomes more
tlcvible and more efficient by allowing villagers more say in the planning.
implementation, operation and nuiintcnaticc I waler schemes.

How to Improve Community Participation

At present, all decisions pertaining to the selection and implementation til water
schemes arc taken by MA.II personnel without any consultation with the village
communities. It is suspected that this lack of consultation may be a contributing factor
to the low community involvement in water projects experienced in the rural areas ol
Tanzania. To deal wiih ihis problem h is suggested lhat villagers share more in

decision making.
However, it is neither possible nor practical for every villager to participate in

every decision that has to be taken. Yet it is still possible for the village as a whole,
through some lorm of local organization, to participate in decision making. One way
of incorporating village communities in decision making is lor the villagers to form a

• which would be responsible for water affairs in the village Such a

who are charged with the task of providing water to the household and would, at U
same time, help to identify the existing problems encountered in making wai

available.
The responsibilities of the Village Water Committee would be: (1) to st-rve as a

for par t i c ipa t ion in m e OL-vtK>i"»ii."i l J ( n U R > ... ,w... . . f j _

construction, operation and maintenance phases; (4) lo decide on the best way the
village community can participate in meeting the costs of operation and maintenance
of the water scheme: and (5) to be responsible for the selection of the operation and
maintenance team and to see lo it that the learn gels the required training and the
necessary working tools.

Although it is emphasized that the village water committee should be involved in
the planning process, it is equally recognized thai the committee would generally nol
have the expertise required in designing water schemes. Design of water schemes has to
be done by MA.II slaff. However, before final designs are decided upon it is essential
lhat Village Water Committees are allowed to make suggestions on the design andheady gained
especially on the location ol domestic water poims. mv L-.\(»*.UI.I.V.V. MH^..*V ^ -..
fion\ the Image scheme in Iringa region and from the Mapogoro scheme and the
schemes in Ulcnjc and Nvalwela in Mbeya Region where village waicr committees
have been introduced on an experimental basis shows that involvement of water
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committees in the choice of the location of domestic points results in a better service
level than when the lay-out of domestic points suggested by MA.J1 sialf alone is
followed.'' This is so because the locallion of domestic water points suggested by the
Village Water Committees matches with village settlement patterns.

Mobilization ol labour for digging, laying of pipes and backfilling should be the
responsibility of the village water committee and not that of MAJI foremen as is the
case now. Work on the scheme by the villagers showld be on a self-help basis and tto
payment should be made for the work done. However, to ensure sustained enthusiasm
of the village people, no trench digging should start before ascertaining that all
materials required !t> complete the scheme have been obtained and delivered to the
village. Ihis would eliminate the slop-go pattern of construction which is caused by
constant shortage of materials.

Before construction of the scheme is completed, the Village Water Committee
should appoint suitable people from among the village residents who should be
responsible for the operation and maintenance or the water schemes. Since
maintenance of the scheme would require tools and spare parts which the village might
llnd difficult to gel, MAJI should assist in providing them, and. depending on the
financial arrangements agreed upon, the village would be expected to meet the costs
involved.

The suggestion lhal villages should meet the costs *>l' operation and maintenance
is based on an assumption that the villagers would be willingand capable of paying the
costs. Thus before village participation in operation and maintenance is
recommended, it is essential to investigate the willingness and capability of village
communities to meet the costs involved.

In an attempt to find out whether villagers would be willing lo contribute to
operation and maintenance, interviews were conducted in selected villages without
water schemes in the Iringa and Mbeya regions and interviewees were asked the
foliovvingquesiion." "'If (his village gets a water supply system sometime in the future it
will cost money to operate and maintain it. How much money would your household
be willing to pay towards these costs every year?" Table I summarises the answers
obtained."1 It is clear from the results lhat many households are willing to contribute
towards the operation and maintenance of such a system. What is not clear is whether
the amount ol money the villagers have indicated as being willing lo conn ibule would
meet all operation and maintenance costs.

T A B L E 1 .••";• .; :'•' ... : • .
RESPONDENTS' WILLINGNESS TO CONTRIBUTE TO OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE IN VILLAGES WITH NO WATER SCHEME, IRINGA AND
MBEVA REGIONS

Respondent Region Contribution (Shs/househohf/year)''

1-20 21+
Females
(percentage)'

Males
(percentage)

Iringa

Mbeya

Iringa

Mbeya'

12 53 34

8

10

45
43

35

47
47

. 55
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The c-ipaciu lo mcci all operation and maintenance costs depends on the earnings
of the village people (both individually and communally) vis-a-vis ihe costs ol
opcraiion and maintenance. Table 2 shows the operation and maintenance expenses ol
different rural water .supply svsiems. Table 3 shows ihe average gross cash income per
familv in the different ecological zones of the three regions while 1 able 4 gives the
average net village incomes from communal farms and from crop levy (1978/79) of
selected villages in the Iriuga region.

When the cost- of operation and maintenance shown in Table 2 are compared
with Ihe incomes of households and of the villages il becomes clear that not all villages

ucel total operation and maintenance costs irrespective ol the particular waler
v technology which may be adopted. There is a great need lor governmentcan n

supply

,.,*—~-» r~-«i

'OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE EXPENSES OF DIFFERENT ] ''/"•'
WATER SUPPLY SCHEME TYPES - -

-Water Scheme Capital Operation and Maintenance Cost Per Year

• • •'' • (Shs/ Percentage Shs/ -" Shs/ • : ' s h s {
;• : . Person)' of capital person household*" vtllage"*

costs

Surface gravity
Surface pumped
Borehole

* Shallow well

300
500
700
200

2.5
5
5
1.5

7.5
•25
35
3

41
138
192
17

14,350 '
48,300
67,200

5.950

•based on projected scheme population 20 years from time of construction
•••assuming 5.5 persons per household
/••assuming 350 households per village , ' , ' ' . -

\ AVERAGE GROSS CASH FAMILY INCOMES BY AGRO-ECOLOGICAL |
• • ZONES . • ' ' . " : '• I

Agro-Ecological Zone Gross Cash Income Per Family 1
(Shs)1 - •]

Iringa Region
High Rainlands
Upper Plateau
Medium Dry Intermediate
Dry Northern Fringe

Mbeya Region
Wet Highlands
Lake Shore ' ;
Dry Plain .
Dry Northern Zone ;

Ruvuma Region -.
Wet Western Highlands -
Intermediate Zone ;: *"
Dry Eastern Zone !

Zone

.2,101-
•1.484 ,
1,884
2.122

1,122
. 1,698
;*4,002-
4,102 '

5.754
4;356

-1.355-

,' ; •:• 3
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TABI E 4
AVERAGE NET VILLAGE JNCOMES FROM COMMUNAL FARMS AND
FROM CROP LEVY 1978/79 OFSELfcCTED VILLAGES IN IRINGA REGION

Income from Distncl

Iringa Njombe

' Communal Farms
Crop Levy

10,521 (n = 8)
6,799 in = 9)

19,851 ( n = 14)
9,625 (n = 9)

assistance to villages to meet pan of the costs of opcraiion and maintenance.
The government can assist in the operation of the schemes by, for example,

supplying fuel free of charge to the villages with pumped schemes. The villagers' share
in (he operation would therefore be in paying the scheme attendants. Maintenance
responsibilities should also be shared between the government and Ihc villages.
Certain sections of the physical structure, such as domestic points, can be maintained
and paid for entirely by [he village, while other parts of the scheme can either be
maintained by ihe government or can siill be maintained by the village, bui paid for by
the government.

The ability of villages lo contribute towards operation and maintenance varies
from village lo village. It would therefore be unrealistic lo assume that the same level
of subsidy should be given to each village even if the villages in quesiion are served by
schemes of the same type. Because of this variation in subsidy level and the conditions
under which il is given, it is essential that any subsidy be explained first lo the villagers
and leJl lo lhem lo decide whether they accept or reject the conditions under which the
assistance is given. Acceptance of the conditions under which subsidy is given would
ensure effective use of government funds.

Conclusion

The discussion of government anemplN lo involve local communities in ihe
developnicnl, operation and maintenance of rural water supply schemes prcscnicd in
this paper suggests that there arc definite advantages lo be gained. Many people who
have .studied this question of community involvement in water supply developnicnl
have come oul with long lists of advantages which would be obtained as a re-still ol'
applying a participatory strategy.1-' However, Tanzania's experience wit hi his strategy
has revealed that the anticipated advantages of community participation cannot be
easily obtained under the existing organization and opcraiion ol' the Water
Department. It is therefore suggested that, in order to involve local communities man:
etfcclivcly in the development, operation and maintenance of waler schemes, the
organization and operation of the Water Department should be more flexible and
should allow local communities to participate in all stages of waler supply activities.

Some suggestions on how to increase the share of community participation in
rural water supply development have been presented in ihis paper. I'mphasis has been
placed on operation and maintenance. However, much still needs to be known about
the application of this strategy. It is, therefore, suggesled that further .studies should be
made to find out how to involve local communities more effectively in ihe
development and especially in the operation and maintenance of rural waler supply
schemes.
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Abstract

Irrigators' participation in the project management of surface irrigation systems in the
Indian context is influenced by many factors. Important among them are the
irrigators' confidence in the systems' mode of delivery of water supplies and their self-
perceived ability to share responsibilities with the irrigation bureaucracy. A
discriminant analysis of some select variables is undertaken and it is found that the
model developed has a fairly high predictive value for decision-makers with regard to
formation of irrigators' organizations.

THE PARTICIPATORY ROLE of irrigaiors in the running of irrigation systems in India
has been negligible. This has caused great concern among the planners who have
drawn up an ambitious programme for bringing approximately 50 per cent of

the net cultivable area under irrigation by the end of the current century (Panday,
1980). Intensive involvement of the irrigaiors would enable the mobilization of local
resources so that at least some major part of annual operational as well as capital
investment costs of the irrigation projects could be recovered. Furthermore it would
help tap the hitherto neglected talents of the farmers — such as their knowledge of ihe
local environment and skills in the management' of natural resources at the
decentralized level (Agricultural Development Council, 1980).

The objective of this paper is to explore the factors influencing the irrigators'
coming together to share responsibilities with the irrigation bureaucracy. The paper is
divided into three sections. The first presents a brief background to the problem of a
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